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**QUESTION: 99**
A company is running a golden topology production environment. One of the servers in the message engine (ME) cluster registers 100% CPU utilization almost constantly and it is believed to be causing a bottleneck in the system. What action should a system administrator take to increase throughput?

A. Reduce the number of buses serviced by the ME cluster.
B. Configure the ME cluster on the same machine as the application cluster.
C. Configure a secondary server as the backup for the primary server experiencing high CPU utilization.
D. Configure partitions on the ME cluster. This will enable traffic to be spread across multiple buses and processed in the right order.

**Answer: A**

**QUESTION: 100**
What recommendations on performance best practices should a system administrator provide to a development team?

A. Always use an asynchronous invocation style.
B. Where possible, utilize interruptible processes instead of non-interruptible processes.
C. Use a Business State Machine whenever possible. It is more efficient than a business process.
D. Avoid use of too granular transaction boundaries in Service Component Architecture (SCA) and Business Process Execution Language (BPEL).

**Answer: D**

**QUESTION: 101**
How can a system administrator determine the current depth of a queue point on the Service Integration Bus using the Integrated Solutions Console (ISC)?

A. Troubleshooting -> Service Integration Bus -> [bus_name] -> Queue Points
B. Integration Applications -> Service Integration Bus Browser -> [bus_name] -> [bus_member] -> Destinations -> [queue_name]
C. Monitoring and Tuning -> Performance Viewer -> runtime -> [bus_name] -> Destinations -> Queue Points -> [queue_name]
D. Service integration -> Service Integration Bus Browser -> [bus_name] ->[bus_member] ->[engine_name] -> Queue Points

Answer: D

QUESTION: 102
A company has deployed a business process. A system administrator wants to view the events that are generated for the application using the Common Base Event Browser. However, when the developer created the application, event generation was not enabled. Which action should the system administrator take to dynamically enable event generation for the application?

A. Enable the diagnostic trace service.
B. Change the log level details to Entry and Exit.
C. Change the WBILocationMonitor. CEI trace setting to Fine.
D. Update the .mon file that was deployed with the application for event generation.

Answer: C

QUESTION: 103
A company has multiple user repositories that need to be accessed by human tasks. Which one of the following is the best approach to achieve this?

A. Configure Single Sign-On (SSO) for all the repositories.
B. Configure a LDAP proxy server to access the repositories.
C. Configure the Virtual Member Manager (VMM) people directory provider
D. Implement a Custom User Registry that enables access to multiple user repositories.

Answer: C

QUESTION: 104
A company has deployed a long-running business process. A supervisor detects that a number of events have failed due to an error in an external web service. The error has been corrected but the supervisor complains that the events cannot be resubmitted. How should a system administrator fix this problem?

A. Assign Manager role to the supervisor.
B. Assign Operator role to the supervisor.
C. Ensure the supervisor is part of Adminsecuritymanager group.
D. Using the failed event manager, change owner ID of the failed event to the supervisor user ID.

**Answer:** B

**QUESTION:** 105

A system administrator is asked to create a Holiday timetable to be used by human tasks and business processes. Only the Human Resources (HR) manager should be able to update the Holiday timetable. Which one of the following actions should the system administrator take to enforce this security constraint?

A. Use the Security Manager to assign HolidayOwner role to the HR manager
B. Use the Business Calendar Administrator to assign Owner role to the HR manager.
C. Use the Integrated Solution Console to assign Administrator role to the HR manager.
D. Use the Business Space Manager to assign Administrator role to the HR manager.

**Answer:** A

**QUESTION:** 106

A development team wants to deploy and test new business integration applications. The applications perform asynchronous invocations between long running business processes. Security is important for the test of the application on a WebSphere Process Server profile. Once global security is enabled on the server, which additional configuration changes should a system administrator apply?

A. No configuration changes are necessary if security is enabled on the server.
B. Enable the Java 2 security to activate asynchronous invocations between different BPEL components.
C. Configure Single-Sign On (SSO) to enable identity propagation between the applications.
D. Configure the identify assertion and authorization protocol (CSIv2) for inbound and outbound communications.

**Answer:** D

**QUESTION:** 107

A company uses the WebSphere Business Space widgets shipped with WebSphere Process Server. The number of system administrators is growing and the development team starts developing applications using the same data. All data is available using the Representational State Transfer (REST) services gateway application. The company
plans to restrict the access to this sensitive data. Which of the following is the best approach for the system administrator to meet the requirements?

A. Remove all users that should have limited access from the WebSphere Process Server administrative roles group.
B. Add only necessary users to a new group, then replace the current mapping on the REST gateway application with the new group.
C. Disable the REST service gateway application and restrict access to the widgets and sensitive data using the Business Space page settings.
D. Identify the administrative roles for all widgets being used and their privileges, then remove the users that should be limited in access from those roles.

Answer: B
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